JAMMU & KASHMIR
Marching to a new tune
Towards Prosperity, Progress & Peace
Jammu & Kashmir is an integral part of India
Its accession to India in 1947 was legal and is irrevocable

Ethnically, religiously and geographically diverse
Pluralistic and secular - Muslims (68.31%), Hindus (28.44%), Sikhs (1.87%), Christians (0.28%)

Democratic and syncretic
Regular elections to the State Assembly 11 times. (2014, turnout over 65%.) National Parliament - 13 times (April-May 2019 turnout around 40%)
The spring of hope...

- Everything going for it
- Natural Resources, beauty, climate
- Between 2004-2019, received 10% of Central Grants (2.77 lakh crores ~USD 40 billion)-only 1% of population
the winter of despair...

- Isolated from developmental process
- National laws could not be extended automatically
- Constrained investment and growth
- Discriminatory against women, SCs, STs and WPRs
- Militated against Democratic Decentralisation
- Inadequate oversight over public spending
A single Constitution for the entire country

One Nation, One Constitution

All 890 Central laws now applicable to J&K

All unjust, discriminatory laws removed

890
TOTAL CENTRAL LAWS APPLIED

205
STATE LAWS REPEALED

129
STATE LAWS MODIFIED & APPLIED

• CAT Now protects rights of employees
• CIC AND CVC for better oversight over Government
Central laws now applicable to J&K

Rights to weaker sections
- The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forests Rights) Act, 2007
- The Scheduled Caste and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1954
- The National Commission for Safai Karamcharis Act, 1993
- Prevention of atrocities against SCs and STs now to be ensured via the application of relevant acts

Rights to children & senior citizens
- The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009
- The Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Act, 2007
- Constitutional Amendment regarding right of children to free and compulsory education now applicable
- The Family Courts Act, 1984

Laws for Good Governance
- The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013
- The Whistle Blowers Protection Act, 2014
- The Administrative Tribunal Act, 1985

Laws for Grassroots Democracy
- 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments now applicable fully - Panchayats and Urban local bodies to be empowered
JOBS AND REPRESENTATION FOR WEAKER SECTIONS

RESERVATION RULES AMENDED TO EXTEND BENEFITS OF RESERVATION TO LEFT OUT CATEGORIES

RESERVATION BENEFITS EXTENDED TO

PAHARI SPEAKING PEOPLE

4%

ECONOMICALLY WEAKER SECTIONS

10%

OBC Reservation Benefits Increased from 2% to 4%

Residents of International Border and LoC get 4% reservation benefit-up from 3% earlier

Backward Classes Reservation benefit - Income ceiling raised from ₹4.5 lakhs to ₹8 lakhs

Reservation in assembly seats for STs as per Constitution

Commission under retired HC Judge setup for recasting OBC and other reservations
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Empowering those discriminated since ages

Displaced persons of PoJK (1947) and Chhamb (1965/1971)
Financial assistance of Rs 5.50 lakh per family under PMDP-2015
Recently, GoJK announced reservation in direct recruitment and admissions in various institutions for the residents of International Border (IB)
DPs of PoJK/ Chhamb, who are mostly residents of border villages will benefit

Benefiting 41,684 Families

West Pakistani Refugees
Financial assistance of Rs. 5.50 lakh per family
Will now be eligible for domicile certificate of J&K thereby opening doors to them for Govt jobs and all other benefits

Benefiting 5,764 Families

Residents of border areas
Benefits of reservation extended to people of International Border
Special recruitment drive in police for residents of Border areas

Benefiting 3,500,000 Persons

Kashmiri Migrants
Domicile law fully covers Kashmiri Migrants for jobs, education and other benefits.
Special one time window for registration of left out Migrants for the purpose of domicile certificate
Jobs earmarked for Kashmiri Pandits being fast tracked, Nearly 1000 more candidates selected under a special job package
Transit accommodation in valley (6000 individual units/flats) being built

Benefiting 44,000 Families

8,75,000 Paharis now get benefits of reservations
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Benefiting 4,16,84 Families

Benefiting 57,64 Families

Benefiting 3,50,000 Persons

Benefiting 44,000 Families
JAMMU & KASHMIR
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Towards Prosperity, Progress & Peace

- Strengthening Grassroots Democracy
- Accelerating Development
- Broadening Social Inclusion
- Youth, Employment and Entrepreneurship
- Energising the private
- Empowerment, Governance and Justice
Strengthening grassroots democracy

GIVING PEOPLE A VOICE
An incident free Panchayat, Urban Local Body and District Development Councils elections lead to the constitution of vibrant Grassroots Democratic Institutions.

**58,54,208**
Total Electorate

**74.1%**
Voter Turnout

4103 Sarpanches 28942 Panches
ELECTED

**98.3%**
Voter Turnout

276 Chairpersons Elected

Elections to Block Development Councils held for the first time in the history of J&K on 24th October, 2019.
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8-phase elections to the District Development Councils

- Enthusiastic fearless campaigning
- Active participation by all political formations
- Average 8-9 nominations per constituency
- Former ministers, legislators and retired government officers contested
- Massive rallies, house to house canvassing, and public meetings organised by each candidate

Fearless | Free | Fair

J&K Amends the Panchayat Act creating an enabling environment for establishment of the 3rd tier of Panchayats at the district level
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278 DDC members

17 Chairpersons and Vice Chairpersons

Reservation for SCs, STs and women

Historic turnout-surpassed the turnout in the last two elections - Parliament and Panchayats in 2018

Overall polling

51.7%

Jammu 68.4%

Kashmir 34.8%

General Elections

49.72% (2014)

44.97% (2019)
Power to the People

Funds, functions and functionaries devolved

Panchayati Raj Act, 1989 amended

- 21 functions transferred as per 73rd Amendment
- Nearly Rs 1500 crores devolved – MGNREGA, 14TH FC, Mid-day meals, ICDS transferred
- 2000 Accounts staff, 317 Panchayat Secretaries being recruited
- Panchayats - conduct social audit and grievance redressal
  Can generate resources

For the first time since independence, elected grassroots representatives get formal protocol - unfurl the National Flag on Republic Day 2020

BDC Chairmen equated to District Magistrates
Exposure and training visits

- 2 delegations comprising of a total of 80 Sarpanches visited Rajasthan in the month of February 2021.

Infrastructure

Panchayat Ghars

- 200 new building being constructed
- 200 panchayat ghars being renovated
- 60 incomplete panchayat ghars being completed.
- Furniture and computers provided
- 20 BDC offices and 20 DDC offices to be constructed this year

Capacity Building

- Induction courses
- Digital literacy trainings
- Gram Panchayat Development Plan trainings
- Training workshops for BDC chairpersons
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Over 4,000 officers visit all gram panchayats
- The visiting officer spends 2 days including a night halt in the panchayat
- 3 phases of the programme successfully concluded so far

Over 20,000 developmental works identified directly by the people
More than 7,000 identified works already executed
Jan Abhiyan
Unique feature of Back to Village 3

- Over 5 lakh certificates issued (Domicile, Death /Birth, Category and disability etc).
- Over 70,000 Ration cards Aadhar Seeded.
- About 50,000 families covered under Health Insurance schemes.
• Around **19,000 loan cases** (Rs.372 crore- nearly US$ 50 mill) identified for financing during the programme

• 15,200 cases have been sanctioned during the initiative

• Includes nearly 4600 women entrepreneurs

Nearly **Rs.242 crore (US$30 million)** sanctioned for youth entrepreneurs
Power to the Grassroots- Urban Local Bodies

Elections held in **78 Urban Local Bodies** including **02 Municipal Corporations, 06 Municipal Councils and 70 Municipal Committees**

- Governance handed over to elected representatives after more than 13 years
  - 7 departments have been identified for devolution
  - **Rs. 25.00 lakh ex-gratia cover** to the family members of elected members
  - Powers for Accord of Administrative Approval for works up to **Rs. 5.00 cr granted** in favour of Chairmen of all the ULBs

- **Rs. 1455.62 cr (US$ 20 million) devolved to urban local bodies in the last 2 years**
A two day public outreach programme
October 19 - 20, 2020

• Objectives
  • Strengthening grassroots democracy
  • Service delivery at doorsteps
  • Senior officers visited the ULBs to listen and respond to their grievances and also assisted the elected representatives to prepare Action Plan for the ULBs.
  • Successfully conducted amidst covid-19 pandemic

• Each Municipal Corporation, Council and Committee was authorized to take up works to the tune of Rs 5.00 crore, Rs 1.00 crore and Rs 50 lakh respectively.

• Over 550 number of works have been identified by the ULBs for execution at a cost of Rs.57.50 crore.
Accelerating Development

PROMOTING GROWTH
PRIME MINISTER’S DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE

54 projects | Rs 58,627 crores

June 2018
Only 7 projects were complete

February 2021
20 projects have been completed/ substantially completed
8 more likely to be completed by March 2021

Progress Accelerated Bottlenecks removed

- Rambagh Flyover Completed
- Jhelum Flood Mitigation Project (Phase I) completed
- IIT Jammu starts functioning from own campus
- Work on AIIMS Jammu started
- Ring Road Jammu to be completed by March 2021

PMDP Accelerated- Expenditure increased
26% in June 2018 to 57% in February 2021
Udhampur-Srinagar-Baramulla Rail Link Project

Kashmir to be connected with train by December 2022

The World’s Highest Railway Bridge

Chenab Bridge

The highest railway bridge on the globe being constructed over River Chenab at a height of 359m from the bed level

It is higher than Qutab Minar and Eiffel Tower

1315m long bridge has main arch span over Chenab river of 467 m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COST</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
<th>COMPLETION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>₹1327 CRORES</td>
<td>359 METERS</td>
<td>in 2021-22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Jammu - Srinagar National Highway

8.45 km long twin tube Qazigund Banihal tunnel

Amount spent
₹ 3105 CRORES

COMPLETION
By March 2021
Building Capital Cities of the Future

Light Metro Rail Transit System

Scheduled Commencement
March 2025

₹ 10,599 CRORES

PLANNED FOR JAMMU AND SRINAGAR

Completely elevated corridors

**Jammu**
1 Corridor: Bantalab to Bari Brahmana Railway Station; 23 Kms; 22 Stations

**Srinagar**
2 Corridors: Indra Nagar to HMT Junction; 12.5 kms with 12 stations; Osmanabad to Hazuri Bagh, 12.5 kms with 12 stations
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Hydropower

20,000 MW
power potential

Only 3500 MW realised
realised in last 70 years

Power Generation
Capacity to be doubled in 3
years and
trebled in 7 years

3000 MW capacity to be added by 2024-5

MoUs for another
3300 MW capacity
t addition signed
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Power for All

- J&K achieved 100% household electrification under SauBHaGYa before the target date
  - 3,57,405 beneficiaries were covered
- This year Keran and Mundian villages located right on the LoC provided Grid Connectivity with laying of 36 Km long 33 kV line.
- They were earlier getting only 3 hours of power supply from Diesel Generators.

A Light to Every Home
UJALA
- 79.54 lakh beneficiaries covered
- 100% coverage
- 10,03,058 MWh of energy saved annually
- Annual Carbon Dioxide reduction 8,12,477 tonnes.
- 201 MW peak demand avoided

Clean Energy for Every Kitchen
UJJWALA
- 12,60,685 eligible beneficiaries covered.
- 100% target coverage achieved.
Water to every home

Jal Jeevan Mission

- 2 districts saturated; 2 more districts by March, 2021.
- 9 districts by March, 2022
- Remaining 7 districts by September, 2022.
- All the uncovered Schools and Anganwadis by March 2021

All 18.16 lakh rural households of J&K (100%) to have Functional Household Tap Connections by March 2022

Water to Every Field

Tral Lift Irrigation Scheme
- Cost ₹ 170 cr
- To irrigate 5122 Ha of land

Ravi Canal
- 15016 Ha being irrigated

Ranbir Canal
- Extensive cleaning and desilting carried out after nearly 10 years
- Helped water to reach the farmers at the tail end
A Road To Every Village

- J&K leading at National level in terms of road length achieved.
- Over 3500 kms road length covered under black topping so far.
- Under PMGSY- J&K will build 5,300 kms of roads next year.
Languishing Projects

J&K creates a new corporation to complete long pending projects

Projects Sanctioned
2367
₹ 7,125 CRORES

Projects Completed
800
₹ 997 CRORES

Completion by Mar 2021
963
₹ 2256 CRORES

Over 500 projects completed in one year alone

In June 2018 projects worth ₹7,000 crores were incomplete.

The JKIDFC raised ₹8,000 crores from the market to complete long pending unfinished projects.
Broadening Social Inclusion

REACHING THE LAST IN THE QUEUE

100% SATURATION OF INDIVIDUAL BENEFICIARY SCHEMES
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J&K starts a drive to reach welfare benefits to every deserving soul

Pension and scholarship benefits for the underprivileged increased manifold

MINORITY PRE MATRIC SCHOLARSHIPS
INCREASED BY 397%
From 1,19,977 to 4,76,670

SC PRE MATRIC SCHOLARSHIPS
100% JUMP
From 1091 to 2136

POST MATRIC SCHOLARSHIPS
INCREASED BY 127%
From 26,032 to 59,112

100% COVERAGE OF 55 INDIVIDUAL BENEFICIARY SCHEMES BEING ENSURED

Special Focus on Border Areas

EXCLUSIVE POLICE RECRUITMENT
100% COVERAGE OF WELFARE SCHEMES
CONSTRUCTION OF BUNKERS ALONG IB/LoC
SPECIAL INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

59% INCREASE IN BENEFICIARIES OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND PENSION SCHEMES

7,42,781 BENEFICIARIES
Free and universal health insurance Scheme
J&K extends coverage to all the residents of the Union Territory

SEHAT

• Health Insurance cover upto Rs 5.00 lakh per family on floater basis
• Scheme launched by Hon’ble PM on Dec 26, 2020
• Operational extension of PM-JAY to nearly 15 lakh additional families over and above the 5.97 lakh families already covered under AB-PMJAY
• The first of its kind in the Country.

41.94 Lakh beneficiaries registered so far
Building a world class Health infrastructure

NEW INFRASTRUCTURE COMING UP

₹ 7,500 CRORES

2 New AIIMS
7 New Medical Colleges
5 New Nursing Colleges
2 State Cancer Institute

POLICIES APPROVED

• Healthcare Investment Policy
• Medicities Policy
• Drug Deaddiction Policy

MEDICAL EDUCATION

1400 SEATS ADDED

• MBBS seats increased from 500 to 1100
• 17 PG seats
• 111 more MBBS/BDS seats 50 PG seats under EWS
• 14 Dental PG seats
• 225 DNB seats in 16 disciplines
• 600 paramedical seats in 9 courses

FOR UPGRADEATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE

₹ 881 CRORES

• 140 PROJECTS
• 75 COMPLETED
• 26 MORE BY MARCH 2021
• 100% COMPLETION BY MAR 2022
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J&K starts 50 New Colleges, adds 25,000 additional college seats in one year alone

Largest Single addition in last 70 years

Launched School Health Cards Scheme
8 Lakh Cards issued for the first time

Regularised 38000 Teachers Transparent transfers and postings done via online applications

Solar Powered 4000 Schools

JV between J&K government and TATA Technologies to help setup 2 Centres for Innovation and Skill Development

1st ever industry academia partnership

New Initiatives

Aao School Chalein
Intensive enrollment drive initiated

Aao Baat Karein
Tele counseling cell Launched

Mai Sarkari Adhyapak
Facebook group created for sharing innovative ideas

Mission Imtihan
Foundation courses, Super 50 classes winter coaching started
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MISSION YOUTH J&K - MY J&K - first of its kind initiative

Multi-pronged strategy


Day long workshop held on 31 October 2020 at SKICC attended by top corporates, prominent intellectuals and academicians from across the country to deliberate upon the way-forward

Customized livelihood generation scheme for youth - MUMKIN

Government to act as facilitator to establish a sustainable livelihood in the transport sector with "zero margin money".

- To enhance skill & employability, the government of J&K partnered with BSE Institute, ICICI Foundation and Ashok Leyland for skill development courses in upcoming high employability sectors like BFSI etc.

- Two Centres of Excellence in Automobile sector - one each in Kashmir and Jammu divisions being started.
Over 5 Lakh youth participate in diverse sports activities

Infrastructure boost
• Indoor sports complex in every district
• Playfield in every panchayat
• Floodlighting, synthetic turfing in Stadia
• International level facilities in Jammu & Srinagar

1.26 lakh youth receive coaching
Jobs for Youth
- Largest ever recruitment drive begins in J&K

Accelerated recruitment drive Phase I:
Over 10,000 class IV vacancies identified
-8575 advertised through SSB
14,161 vacancies advertised since May 2020
–Written test conducted for 2050 vacancies

Accelerated recruitment drive Phase II:
12,379 vacancies identified
(553 Gazetted, 11,846 Non Gazetted)
997 posts advertised by JKPSC
–written test conducted, 830 selections made
Centres for Invention, Innovation, Incubation & Training (CIIIT)

Joint Venture between Govt. of J&K and Tata Technologies

- Rs. 361.00 Crore project for Govt. Polytechnics at Baramulla & Jammu

Aimed at providing Skill training to unemployed students with engineering background

- to upgrade to latest technological skills and career enhancement

CIIIT at Govt. Polytechnics Baramulla already inaugurated; Jammu Centre to begin soon
IT Towers

Two IT parks in Jammu and Srinagar capital cities

Rural BPOs in all district headquarters of J&K to be established.

MoU with NBCC for execution of the IT Towers

Work to be completed within 18 months.
Energising the private sector

Reforming the public sector
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New Industrial Development Scheme for J&K 2021

- Industrial development extended to the block level - will promote far flung areas.
- Employment to over 4.5 lakh people
- Equitable, balanced and sustainable socio economic development of the region
- Manufacturing as well as Service Sector Units to benefit

Outlay ₹28,400 crore
Nearly US$ 4 billion

Business Revival Package 2020

Economic stimulus of ₹ 1350 crore
(US$ 200 million)

Relief and revival package to uplift the economy and business sector affected by floods and COVID.
5% interest subvention and discount of 50 per cent in fixed charges for water and electricity bills for one year
A monthly incentive to support people associated with Media, Transport and Tourism sectors
Promoting Apple

MARKET INTERVENTION SCHEME

- The scheme envisaged procurement of Apple from 5 designated mandis by NAFED at pre-fixed support prices
- By providing a fall back mechanism, it ensured apple harvest, transportation continued unhindered
- Apple is a ₹8,000 crore economic activity in J&K. Nearly 30 lakh people are directly or indirectly associated with it
- The procuring agency was responsible for transportation
- Helped ensure that no farmer would have to make a distress sale of the crop

To protect the apple economy from militant threats, a first of its kind price support based MIS was launched

SUPPORT PRICE BASED SCHEME

Helped stabilise and revive the private trade in apple

Doubling farmers’ incomes in J&K

- Branding local produce as geographically indicated distinct identity and global marketing
- Credit flow to farmers to grow by 2.5 times.
- Loan to be disbursed in 15 days
- To achieve a target of one million active PM Kisan accounts
- Substantial increase in farmers credit facility
- 100% Coverage of Kissan Credit Cards
Kashmir Saffron Gets GI Tag

India International Kashmir Saffron Trading Centre (IIKSTC) constructed at Pampore
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Reforms and Good Governance

Lakhanpur toll abolished
- *One Nation One Tax*
  Toll Tax in J&K at the entry point Lakhanpur and all other posts including posts at Railway Stations and Airports was abolished from January 1, 2020.

**Power Reforms**

**Unbundling:**
Department was unbundled into 5 autonomous corporations- *major reform that had been pending for over 5 years*

Land Registration Process moved from the judiciary to the Executive

- Independent Registration Department created
- Entire Process now Easy, Accessible and Quick
JKPaySys has been developed as an Online Billing System and adopted across the UT. This innovation has led to better public service delivery and redressal of grievance in line with the digital India Programme.

Budget Estimation Allocation Monitoring System (BEAMS) Electronic Platform has been created to ensure that funds are being released online and expenditure monitored on real-time basis. The J&K Government has completely shifted to paperless budgeting with the introduction of this system.

To ensure accountability in the implementation of the projects, Government has made 100% physical verification of the projects mandatory.
J&K Reforms and Streamlines
Financial Processes and Systems

Bringing Financial Discipline Increasing Transparency

- No Execution of Works Without Administrative Approval and E-Tendering
- Entire Capital Allocation made online via Budget Management Application - BEAMS
- 100% Physical verification of works
- Transparent and rule based procurement

Long pending Statutory Audits of PSUs finalised
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Jammu & Kashmir - An administration sensitive to public concerns
Lieutenant Governor and his team have a special focus on public grievances

48,000
Grievances disposed

200 Plus Delegations met
100 Plus Tours
1500 Plus Meetings

- J&K Grievance website upgraded-made user friendly integrated with CPGRAMS
- Grievance mechanism decentralized at district level
- 1900 + district /sub division offices mapped on JKIGRAMS
- 4 Mulaqaats conducted; 86 randomly selected complainants heard and directions passed